




Hacienda El Carmen is an alluring and enchanting gift from Mexican history which is located in one of Jalisco’s most 

unique and beautiful valleys, Ahualulco de Mercado. Built in the XVII century, it is a living heritage from a magic era that 

is adapted to suit nowadays comfort and glamour of the best hotels in the country. 

Discover Hacienda El Carmen
Our history



You will find a variety of scenarios for your events, either a reception 

or a congress. For wedding ceremonies you can choose between one 

of the astonishing gardens, the enchanted lake or the stunning 

ballrooms.

Small groups or big crowds are welcome to feel the warm and kind 

service Hacienda El Carmen offers you.

Natural scenario



Joaquín ballroom is an antique barn from the XVIII century 

which offers you exclusive spaces where you can wrap that 

special moment in a romantic and nostalgic ambiance.

Beauty and comfort with history
Joaquín ballroom



Hacienda El Carmen is an unforgettable experience for those who want to live and sense the dream of discovering the charm of an era that 

refuses to disappear. To enhance your encounter with Hacienda you will find various services.

Mexican cuisine certified chefs will make your event an 
unforgettable culinary experience.

Leave worries behind and look radiant on your special day 
by visiting the spa.

A charming catholic chapel that counts with validity and 
official recognition to certify marriage bonds. 

SpaCatering Chapel



At Hacienda El Carmen you will find a variety in rooms that are adap�

ted to all of the visitors’ needs. Every room has different characteris�

tics and are adequately equipped to fulfill the comfort and experience 

that every guest is looking for. 

19 Suites
6 Máster Suite
2 Gran Máster Suite
Alcoba Azul
Alcoba Taberna

Special night
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http://www.instagram.com/haciendaelcarmen
https://twitter.com/HdaElCarmen
https://www.facebook.com/Spa.HaciendaElCarmen/
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